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Both files are Lossless quality MP4 (h264/acc) Fractal animation rendered by teamfresh 1280x720 mp4

container video encoding multipass (highest quality) h264 compression @ 32,768 kbps of the RAW

image Data (20 seconds of RAW data is aprox 2GB) audio encoding stereo (highest quality) 48,000hz

acc format @ 320 kbps What can I say? how about the bare facts. I will let you make up your mind about

the animation itself and hope you leave a comment. so here are the facts Two days to set up, and then

six months to render, resulted in around forty 1.9GB uncompressed .AVI files. I added watermarking, fx

and time remapping, before multi-pass encoding the 80GB video in h264 (32,768 kbit/sec) and the audio

in AAC. The final result is a very high quality 13m44s 1.77 GB (1,903,726,592 bytes) .MP4 + 18m27s

1.93 GB (2,077,082,030 bytes) .MP4 actually the audio on the original really is something special on this.

special thanks to record label 90watts for this one! A decent stereo/ headphones are seriously

recommended for this deep tech house sound. a two track mix by yours truly teamfresh. track one is tonu

su tonu by ivan masa (pablo rez remix) Quote Pablo Rez surprised us with this strong tech house remix.

A track you almost can drop any where, any time track two is soul survivor by solar brothers ft sherry

dyanne (moog mix) Quote This version will fit you well, if youre into the current tech-house sound that is.

Expect thick and thumpy synths and basslines. Appropriate for later progress in the evening as well as

taking it down a notch, whilst sustaining the energy level. You also want to play this, to make people start

bouncing if theyre reluctant somehow here is the audio track listing for the remix - its very chilled.... track

1 "bettah" by Matthew pumpkin hook track 2 "million strings" by Kaparo track 3 "There was a man and he

came up to me and he said" by microphoneFly track 4 "modern talking" by Ned Coleman. The final

magnification of the Mandelbrot fractal is 6.066e+228 (2760) want some perspective? 1E6 Vancouver

Island 1E9 Jupiters radius 1E12 Earths orbit 1E18 distance to Alpha Centauri 1E21 Milky Way galaxy

1E30 large doesnt cover it! 1E42 size of electron to the universe 1E228 incomprehensibly big but we did

it! If you were actually traveling into the fractal, you would be moving faster than the speed of light.

location on the complex plane. Real number: -1.768,573,656,315,270,993,281,
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742,915,329,544,712,934,120,053,405,549,882, 337,511,135,282,776,553,364,635,382,011,977,

933,536,332,198,647,808,795,874,576,643,230, 034,448,609,820,608,458,844,529,169,083,285,

379,260,833,581,131,961,323,480,667,495,949, 838,043,253,626,912,240,448,884,745,364,662,

832,495,906,454,3 imaginary number: -0.000,964,296,851,358,280,000,176,242,720,

373,819,448,274,776,122,656,563,565,285,783, 153,307,047,554,366,655,893,028,615,382,795,

071,670,082,888,793,257,893,297,692,452,344, 749,770,824,889,473,425,648,018,389,868,316,

458,205,554,184,217,181,589,930,525,084,269, 263,834,905,711,879,329,676,832,512,425,574, 656,3

Please comment. Enjoy! oceans of love teamfresh all rights reserved  teamfresh
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